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Background 

Active research on joint understanding images and natural language 

[Feng & Lapata. PAMI10] 

Caption Generation for News Images 

[Farhadi et al. ECCV10, Yao et al. IEEE10, Ordonez et al. CVPR11, Kulkarni et al. CVPR11, Kuznetsova et 
al. ACL12, Socher et al. TACL13, Das et al. CVPR13, Zitnick et al. ICCV13, Rohrbach et al. ICCV13, 
Guadarrama et al. ICCV13, Kong et al. CVPR14, Gong et al. ECCV14, …] 

Generate a sentence for a given image/video 

Image/Video retrieval by complex text queries 

[Lin et al. CVPR14] [Siddiquie et al. CVPR11] [Lan et al. ECCV12] 
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What Relations? 

Much of previous work mainly discuss a relation between … 

[Karpathy & Fei-
Fei. arxiv14] 

(3) An image 
region and a 
phrase (or a 
sentence) 

(1) An image and a sentence (2) A video clip and a sentence 

[Vinyals et al. arxiv14, Ordonez et al. CVPR11,…]  

[Guadarrama et al. ICCV13, Donahue et al. arxiv,…]  

A sequence of sentences and 
a sequence of images? 
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Our Objective 

Retrieve best image sequences for a given text query 
•   A text query of multiple sentences or paragraphs 

… suggestion: they have several shows 
per day and the theater is huge but try to 
go early to get a seat in the orchestra-
this level has action a la lion king on 
broadway and you want to be up close. 
you have to line up by tower of terror or 
buena vista street (park entrance) but 
these are faithful recreations of old time 
trollys and a very relaxing ride. mad 
hatter tea party: starts at 7:00 in 
hollywood land and is a must if you have 
bored teanagers or you just want to see 
something that is frankly un-disney. …. 

A query of text A sequence of images 
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Applications of Image Sequence Generation 

Retrieve best image sequences for a given text query 
•   A text query of multiple sentences or paragraphs 

Application: Visualize visitors’ text-only reviews on …  
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How to Learn the Relations? 

Retrieve best image sequences for a given text query 
•   A text query of multiple sentences or paragraphs 

How to learn the relation between a sequence of paragraphs 
and a sequence of images?  
(1) A set of blog posts	   (2) A set of photo streams	  
as text-image parallel training data 	   to augment the samples 
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Disneyland Dataset for Photos and Blogs 

Photo Streams from  

•   542,217 unique images of 6,026 valid photo streams 

Labels 
ALL 15,257 (74,218) 37,240 (53,467) 594 (878) 
Valid 5,152	  (71,934) 4,815	  (48,554) 108	  (763) 
Trip 3,270	  (58,311) 2,350	  (33,831) 28	  (378) 

Disney 1,638	  (12,268) 1,682	  (9,123) 56	  (299) 

Blog posts 

•   53,091 unique blog posts and 128,563 associated pictures 

# posts (# images) 
Visitors’ reviews 

•   8,247 reviews from                                  and 2,591 from   
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Image Sequence Retrieval from a Text 

Input: A set of training blogs                                     and photo streams  

Text 
segmentation 

Image-to-
text mapping 

(1) Syntactic-based : segment by paragraphs 

Objective: Given a query text     , retrieve a set of image sequences 
and ranking scores   

Text Description 

Image Description 

Learning 
Retrieval Model 

•   Goal: 

•   5 different methods 

(2) Semantic-based : LexRank and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
(3) Summarization-based : After applying LexRank and LSA,  
 summarize text segments into a single sentence. 
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Image Sequence Retrieval from a Text 

Input: A set of training blogs                                     and photo streams  

Text 
segmentation 

Image-to-
text mapping 

(1) Bag-of-Words (BOW) 

Objective: Given a query text     , retrieve a set of image sequences 
and ranking scores   

Text Description 

Image Description 

Learning 
Retrieval Model 

•   3 different text descriptions 

(2) TF-IDF 
(3) LDA Topic Distribution 

•   Goal: Describe images and text segments 

(1) Color SIFT + SPH 

•   2 different image descriptions 

(2) HOG+SPH 
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Image Sequence Retrieval from a Text 

Input: A set of training blogs                                     and photo streams  

Text 
segmentation 

Image-to-
text mapping 

(1) Parametric: Normalized Canonical  
     Correlation Analysis (NCAA) 

Objective: Given a query text     , retrieve a set of image sequences 
and ranking scores   

Text Description 

Image Description 

Learning 
Retrieval Model 

•   2 different methods 

(2) Nonparametric: KNN  

•   Goal: Embedding each image-text pair                   to the same  
   space, and allow to retrieve the best images for a given text,  
   and vice versa. 
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Image Sequence Retrieval from a Text 

Input: A set of training blogs                                     and photo streams  

Text 
segmentation 

Image-to-
text mapping 

Objective: Given a query text     , retrieve a set of image sequences 
and ranking scores   

Text Description 

Image Description 

Learning 
Retrieval Model 

•   Latent variable that is not observable in both training and test  

•   Goal: Learn compatibility function                                              , based upon  
    the structural SVM with latent variables 

Text segmentation 

Text segment # segments 
•   Each text segment corresponds to a single image 
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Objective: Given a query text     , retrieve a set of image sequences 
and ranking scores   
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Text segmentation 

Text segment # segments 

•   Each text segment corresponds to a single image 

= # images 
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Learning Retrieval Model 

Training: Learn compatibility function                                         , based  
upon the structural SVM with latent variables 

Retrieval: Find optimal image sequence       for a given      wrt  

Weights to learn 
Feature vectors 

Feature vectors 

One-to-one compatibility of  	  (si, hi) Sequence-to-sequence of  	  (S, H)
5 different features =  
3 text × 2 image descriptors 

12 different features =  
2 alignment (Hausdorff and DTW) 
× 3 text × 2 image descriptors 
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Learning Retrieval Model 

Learning objective 
Text sequence of training data n  

Segmentation d for training data n
Image sequence of training data n  

Loss of S wrt GT image sequence S(n) 

Optimization 

With fixed segmentation method 
for each training data n with h(n), 
solve a standard structural SVM to 
obtain {wd} 

With fixed SVM parameters {wd}, 
update the segmentation method 
by h(n) = argmaxd wdΨ(Q, S, H)
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Inference 

Goal: Given database of blogs and photo streams, learned {wd}D, 
A query text Q       best image sequence S* ∈	  Scand

For each S ∈	  Scand , compute score by 

•  For a text Q , apply D segmentation methods with corresponding wd, 
compute the score with every S ∈	  Scand .  

•  Once Q       H = {h1, …, hk}, for each hi, find K nearest images for Scand,   

•  The size of  Scand can be exponentially many 

then |Scand | = K × k. 
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Experiments for Image Sequence Retrieval 

Goal: For a given text, predict an image sequence.  

•   80% of blog posts used as the training set, and the others as test set 

•   For a test blog,  

Query  
text Ground- 

truth 

•   Given an only      , each algorithm 
    predicts a sequence of images  

•   GT sequence size      is given or not 

•   Performance metric:  
   similarity-based Jaccard index 

•   Once      and        are aligned by DTW 
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Results of Image Sequence Retrieval 

Quantitative comparison btw fixed models vs latent structural SVM 

•   Five different text segmentation  
   methods are fixed.  
                       vs.  
   LS-SVM automatically adjusts  
   the weights of the five methods 

•   Three different text descriptions  
   are fixed.  
                       vs.  
   LS-SVM automatically adjusts  
   the weights 

•   Image-to-text embedding:  
   KNN outperforms NCAA 
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Examples of Image Sequence Retrieval 
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Results for Visualizing Customers’ Reviews 

Goal: For a given text-only review, predict an image sequence.  

•   Select 100 story-like reviews (flow of the trip) from each of sites 

•   No groundtruth! Pairwise preference test via  

•   Our method and one baseline predict image sequences 

Quantitative results 
•   Three baselines (segmentation, description, and image-to-text 
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Results for Visualizing Customers’ Reviews 
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From a sequence of sentences to a sequence of images 

Latent structural SVM framework for integrating different segmentation, 
description, and image-to-text-embedding methods.  

Conclusion 

•   Application: Visualize the visitors’ text-only reviews on 

and  

•   Take advantage of blog posts as parallel text-image training data 

Quantitative evaluation and user studies 
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